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Abstract. Customization and digitization of production processes represent the current trend in the development of industrial production, to which larger and smaller companies have to adapt. Especially in small company environments it is a challenging process of modifications. Companies do not have their own capacities for the preparation and implementation of these changes. This opens up the space for company collaboration with research centers and universities. An example of such cooperation based on the current needs and possibilities of a small evolving engineering company is described in the article.
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1 Introduction

Customization and digitization of manufacturing processes are current trends in the development of industrial production. Customization, i.e., design and production according to the customer’s individual requirements at the cost of a standard product, requires shorter development, production and delivery times. Digitization is focused on production management, process planning, optimal technology selection and digital data analysis.

Through the Industry 4.0 concept, companies create their own strategies to stay on the market and increase their competitiveness. There is no universal guidance on when, where and how to realize the changes. In general, it is recommended, especially in small business environments, to start with smaller projects. The preparation and realization of changes requires a team with creativity, good theoretical knowledge, practical experience, sufficient time and financial resources. This opens up the space for company collaboration with research centers and universities. Collaboration on common projects is based on the current needs of manufacturing companies. While companies are bringing practical experience and investment into the common project, universities are the carriers of new trends and information. An example of such cooperation is a common search for a productive solution for optimizing the production of DECRAN_SK, Ltd. Within this project company DECRAN_SK, Ltd. is cooperating with the Faculty of Manufacturing Technologies of the Technical University in Košice, with a seat in Prešov.
2 Possibilities of realisation of Digital Manufacturing in a Small Company Environment

Company DECRAN_SK, Ltd. is a small developing organisation. The company’s production program includes safety industrial steel doors and windows. 90% of the total production volume represents of customized production. Production in the required quality and the operational fulfillment of different customer requirements is a necessary condition for dealing with competition on the market.

The ambition of the company is also to expand to European markets, which requires increased labor productivity and increased production volume. A strategic plan for the gradual digitization of the entire manufacturing process was accepted to optimize production and gradually move to Digital Manufacturing. Digital Manufacturing is the use of an integrated computer system that includes simulations, three-dimensional visualization, analysis, and various tools to help with the activities as product design and process management at the same time. Management of DECRAN-SK, Ltd. is aware of the importance of digitization. Since the introduction of digital elements into manufacturing processes and manufacturing facilities, it is expected that the use of production facilities, human resources and expenses will significantly improve.

Because it is a small company that does not have sufficient human resources to solve the tasks related to the preparation and realisation of the process of implementing the changes to production, the management of the company approached to the Faculty of Manufacturing Technologies of the Technical University in Košice, based in Prešov, with a cooperation offer.

![Fig. 1. Time Fund of Technology Operations – Type II Single doors. [5]](image)

The following forms of cooperation were applied: professional consultations, elaboration of various analyses, solving individual problems by solutions of diploma theses. A detailed analysis of the current supply and demand status, work organization, production process, lifecycle of selected product types was made. For example, Figure 1 shows the technology times for the major technological operations for the production of single-wing type II. doors.
The charts do not include the times for side operations (production preparation, inter-operational transportation, packaging).

As input data, all available data on company organizational structure, orders, material orders and technical production assurance were used. These company data existed in a variable form but they were not analyzed and interconnected. Shortcomings were defined in the organizational structure, technological process and technical production security. The basic concept of the process of digitization of production was determined. The exact specification of the tasks solved in cooperation with KNMTS FVT TUKE was elaborated. The themes of the diploma theses, focused on the digitization of the technical documentation, the design and solution of the organizational changes and the solution of the automation of the individual workplaces, were suggested. [13], [14]

2.1 Software support for company internal processes

A major first step on the way to optimize production and business processes was to provide tools for mutual communication and exchange of information at all levels of the company - starting with management and ending with the distribution of finished products. The solution was to use appropriate data processing and production control software and place all data into a single and secure cloud. Autodesk Inventor Professional's 3D CAD software has been purchased and put into practice, for the configuration of 3D digital prototypes and for the technical preparation of production. The Jobboss software has been implemented to manage production related to financial management, distribution, sales and customer relationship management.

2.2 Digitisation of technical documentation

Data arrangement and introduction of data management system is the first step in Digital Manufacturing. In this case, the first step was the digitisation of technical documentation. The complete drawing documentation for all types of doors and windows is continuously processed using Autodesk Inventor Professional 3D graphical system and along with the technological procedures stored in the Autodesk Vault database program.

2.3 Automation of the technical documentation

Autodesk Inventor Professional supports parametric modeling as an effective approach to computer design. A new order acceptance system has been developed, which uses the automation elements in the processing of technical documentation. For selected standard door types, complex parametric models (iAssembly) have been developed, whose can be customized according to customer requirements using a special form within the scope of defined possible changes and parameters. Defined are optional items: door height and width, type of door, door orientation and requirements for special additional and safety features, handles, windows, custom grids, and the like. Once a form is completed and validated, the door model is automatically generated according to customer requirements with complete drawing documentation.

The first step in creating parametric models is generally to identify all possible alternatives of the product outcome including all possible components, shape elements and dimensions.[15] For example, in case of iAssembly modeling of type II door with safety door latch, twelve different variants have to be taken into account:
1/2 Single door left / right without burglar protection bar and without padlock – Figure 1c.
3/4 Single door left / right with burglar protection bar and without padlock.
5/6 Single door left / right with burglar protection bar and with padlock – Figure 1b.
7/8 Dobule door left / right without burglar protection bar and without padlock.
9/10 Dobule door left / right with burglar protection bar and without padlock – Figure 1d.
11/12 Dobule door left / right with burglar protection bar and with padlock – Figure 1a.

Fig. 2. Design alternatives Type II doors. [11]

2.4 Certification of products

In 2016, DECRAN-SK, Ltd. asked TSUS in Nitra for a series of laboratory tests and results respectively resulting protocols were the base for the declaration of manufacturer's DECRAN-SK parameter within the CE. Obtaining a certificate by which a firm declares high quality work and products is the key to establish itself in the EU markets. The course of the certification process has helped to identify bottlenecks in manufacturing process and a number of technological deficiencies - inadequate quality of the drop threshold strip, inefficient door sealing, strength deficiencies (fine deformation under elevated pressure) within the top and bottom of the wing. Once removed, the company can achieve a higher financial return on production and, consequently, better economic efficiency of the company's operations.

2.5 Expansion of manufacturing premises and space arrangement changes

The planned increase in production volume required expansion of manufacturing premises - Figure 3. With regard to the extension of the original manufacturing area - the production halls 1, 2, 5 to the premises of the production halls 3 and 4, a new layout of the manufacturing plant was developed.

The change of layout is linked to the proposed changes in logistics of production and inter-operational transport. Except for original warehouses (Figure 3 – Hall 1) will be among the technological workplaces (Welding zone – Grinding zone and Grinding zone – Paiting zone) established interim storage zones, (Figure 3 – Hall 3, 4, 5) equipped with special handling equipment. In the warehouse (Figure 3 – Hall 5) there will be reserved room for storing standardized doors for direct sales.
2.6 Design of material storage automatization

Materials storage company DECRAN-SK, Ltd. performs several functions: material acceptance and expenditure, storage of semi-finished products and tools, separation and preparation of semi-finished products for welding. The main lack of efficient warehouse operation was the inappropriate arrangement of the machine park and storage areas with shelves for storing semi-finished products, tools and spare parts and manual handling of the material.

New layout solutions for warehouse space and replacement of machinery with handling and automation technology - selection of proposed solutions:

**Alternative 1.** By changing the layout of the machines and storage areas, two working zones have been created with a view to better warehouse logistics. – Figure 4. The aim is to eliminate traffic collisions in moving material, shorten the transport distances and the time needed to realize downstream technological operations of production preparation. As a result of dispositional changes, the efficiency of warehouse activities should be increased by 10% and the workers and machinery downtimes should be significantly reduced.

Part of the design was implementation of handling machine equipment, automation technique and interconnection between storage control systems and company control software. Forklift stackers with combustion engine were replaced by modern electric forklift stackers. All storage racks are equipped with compression weight modules. Information system Jobboss should be replaced by control software MS Dynamics NAV, which can be linked to the control systems of forklift trucks and compression weighing systems via RFID systems. The result should be a continuous, current overview of stock inventory status, its tracking according to the set parameters and automatically generated reports in the case of over-stock or under-stock inventory. Thanks to an overload alarm, the workers safety is also protected against the collapse of shelves under excess weight of material.
Alternative 2. The handling of material is ensured by pillar cranes and forklifts. A current information system will be used to record stock inventory status.

Fig. 4. Storage and preparation of material. [3]

2.7 Automation of technological workplaces

Significant innovation changes are also planned at individual technological sites:

Robotic cells for assembly and welding. The company plans to optimize welding and assembly workplaces. The base of each production cell will be the industrial robot and special mounting and positioning devices and manipulators. Since the implementation of robotized workplaces into production, it is expected to increase production, reduce production costs, eliminate heavy manual labor, increase work safety and increase the quality of products.

Semi-automatic paint spraying line. The high-quality surface finish of the windows and doors produced is a prerequisite for their perfect appearance and guaranteed life cycle. The new semi-automatic paint spraying line installed in Hall 4 (Figure 3), designed specifically for the needs of DECRAN-SK, s.r.o., enables a complete surface finish of windows and doors: grinding, degreasing, manual paint application, drying. The painting process is monitored by an automated ECO control system. Spraying line hall area and all adjoining premises are provided with automatic safety features and meet all prescribed conditions and precautions.
The benefit of a new spray line compared to the original temporary line will be to significantly increase the efficiency of the production process, high product surface quality, line safety and environmental protection. The benefit of the new paint shop is also a significant saving in the funds currently being used to transport the doors to the Belgian parent company where final finishing is being done. The cost of packaging, exporting, transporting and subsequently spraying the door in Belgium, packaging and exporting to the customer is eliminated.

2.8 Computer simulation of production and logistics processes

Computer simulation is an effective tool not only in the process of designing production and logistics processes, but also allows them to be continuously optimized directly in the real-world manufacturing process. As part of the preparation and processing of all the above-mentioned changes, Autodesk Inventor Professional has created a virtual 3D model of production layout. In the initial realisation phase, the 3D model of the material stock was created - **Figure 4**. All proposed alternatives to the functional layout of the storage areas were verified by simulation. Based on simulation results, optimal layout was selected. Using functional simulation, it is possible to verify the fluency of planned warehouse operations for various set operating parameters and to detect shortcomings and possible time, personnel and space collisions.

The ambition is to gradually add all the upcoming and realized optimization changes of the whole production facility into the 3D model and create a copy of it (Digital Twin) working in the virtual world. The technology concept "Digital Twin" is created by linking physical reality and its own digital copy. In the case of a small company with predominantly custom-made production, it can have a multiple recovery effect. It also makes it possible to shorten and streamline material handling processes, optimize logistics and personal performance and give flexibility to production and logistics systems.

2.9 Concept of personnel policy oriented to skilled workers

The competitiveness of most companies in Slovakia is based on innovative solutions. The creation and use of innovation requires skilled workers. Their lack, respectively. their absence in the process of creating and introducing innovative changes into production was solved by DECRAN-SK, s.r.o. working with KNMTS FVT Prešov. The concept of acquiring and stabilizing new qualified employees who are able and willing to adapt to change in a changing company environment, creatively use and further develop their knowledge and digital skills has been developed. For mentoring and training of employees in production, a virtual simulator is also planned in the future.

3 Conclusion

For the modern dynamic market it is characteristic that the basic products are manufactured and delivered in various variants, tailored to the needs of customers. In the manufacturing process, it is necessary to handle a huge amount of data related to the initial design of the product, its structure, manufacturing, sales, customer service and final recycling. The optimal preparation for the practical realization of such production enables the concept of a digital business. Most companies already use software, related visualizations and communication
technologies in separate units operating in individual segments. The strategic path of not only large businesses, but also small businesses, leads to complete integration of the entire production process, including development or after-sales service, through digitisation and the Internet.
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